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comparatively small and isolated but very important pemn
sula of Shantung and (iv) Manchuria The most northerly
of these two plains is a stretch of about 300 miles in width
sloping gently to the Pacific between the latitude of Peipmg
on the north and Hangchou on the south The second
plain area is that composed by the lower vallejs of the
Yang tse rner and its tributary the Han The rest of the
country is a rugged highland bisected by the Yang tse and
rising by high steps to the topmost plateau of Tibet The
northern and southern hahes of this great highland region
differ ven largeh m their power to support plant and
animal life In northern China cultivation is possible up to
8000 feet above the sea owing to the peculiar soil conditions
discussed later whereas in the south the steep slopes and
poorer soils confine agriculture to levels below 2000 feet
One other region must be noticed in this broad sketch
that of the fertile middle area of the Yang tse known as the
Szechwan or Red Basin Here limestones and red sand
stones have given rise to a fertile soil which has been care
fully terraced and with the aid of irrigation turned into a
highly productive region Apart from the nver valleys
and plains and the Red Basin China is a wild and intricate
region scantily populated
3   Climate
The climate of China is governed by the monsoonal
indraught to the continental Low Pressure Area in summer
and by the outflow from the continental High m winter
Thus the winds in summer are from the south and east
white in winter they come from northerly directions How
ever the very definite effects in the coastal areas fade away
intend and to the north The enormous extent and the
surface of the country produce many kinds of dimate

